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1. Purpose and Scope 
The purpose of Ultimate Medical Academy’s (UMA) Emergency Management Plan (EMP) is to guide 
operations and response if a manmade or natural crisis impacts UMA. This plan incorporates principles of 
the National Incident Management System (NIMS) and Incident Command System (ICS) and describes 
basic strategies, assumptions, roles and responsibilities to be followed in the event of an emergency. 
 
While the EMP covers some operational and communications procedures, it is not intended to be a 
comprehensive guide for crisis communications or business continuity. Those areas are covered in detail 
in UMA’s Business Continuity Plan and Crisis Communications Plan.  
 
Emergencies often happen without warning, and it’s impossible to anticipate what may occur in every 
situation. Therefore, the EMP is intended to be flexible and should not limit the use of good judgment and 
common sense in matters not foreseen or covered in this document. 
   

UMA will respond to emergencies in a safe, effective and timely manner. UMA resources and equipment 
may be used to accomplish the following priorities:   
   

Priority I:   Protection of Human Life & Maintenance of a Safe Environment   
Priority II:   Protection of Business Assets   

Priority III:   Maintenance or Rapid Restoration of Critical Business Operations   

Priority IV:   Assessment of Damages   

Priority V:   Restoration of General Business Operations   
   

Priority II and Priority III are at an approximately equal level.       

 

2. Assumptions  
The following assumptions are made throughout the EMP and should be considered by anyone following 
its guidelines:  

• Emergencies may occur at any time – day or night, weekends or holidays – and with little or no 
warning.  

• An emergency may be declared if information indicates that such conditions are developing or 
likely to develop. 

• Emergencies impacting UMA may begin at any of its locations – its online headquarters in Tampa 
(MLK), its campus in Clearwater (CLW), its Admissions office (NFL), its Student Finance office 
(Westshore), its accounting office in New York (NY) – or in its surrounding communities.  

• The succession of events in an emergency are not predictable; therefore, UMA’s EMP should serve 
only as a guide and may require modifications to meet the requirements of a specific event. 

• Major emergencies may become county or statewide. Therefore, UMA must be prepared to work 
collaboratively with local, state and federal emergency response agencies.  

• Assistance from state and federal emergency response agencies may not be immediately 
available. 

• Depending on the type and severity of the emergency, UMA’s primary systems and contact 
centers may be temporarily disabled. 
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3. Emergency Operations 
UMA’s EMP incorporates principles of the National Incident Management System (NIMS) and Incident 
Command System (ICS).  
 

NIMS was created by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to establish a uniform, nationwide 
approach for responding to emergencies and disasters. It is designed to be useful and applicable to all 
levels of government, the private sector and non-governmental organizations, enabling multiple 
organizations to collaborate seamlessly when preparing for, responding to and recovering from an 
emergency or disaster. Having a common system of operations and communication can help to minimize 
damages, injuries and fatalities by clarifying roles and responsibilities, speeding response time and 
maximizing efficiency.  
 

NIMS consists of the following components:  
 

• Preparedness  

• Communications and Information Management 

• Resource Management 

• Command and Management 

• Ongoing Management and Maintenance  
 
The Incident Command System (ICS) is a component of NIMS and provides a model for the command, 
control and coordination of resources in emergency situations. The ICS can expand as needed based on 
the size and severity of an incident. For example, a minor incident involving only one UMA location or 
facility might be managed using a basic ICS. However, if the incident is extensive or long-lasting, a more 
complex ICS structure, known as an Area Command, may be implemented. For example, in the event of a 
major hurricane that closes roads and makes UMA’s facilities unsafe for entry, local law enforcement may 
assume Area Command. UMA’s EMP assumes all emergencies will start at the basic level and scale as 
needed.  

 

ICS is comprised of an Incident Commander, Policy Group, Command Staff and General Staff that make 
decisions and execute plans. Collectively, the Incident Commander, Command Staff and General Staff 
make up the Incident Management Team (IMT) (See Exhibit 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nims/nimsfaqs.pdf
https://www.fema.gov/incident-command-system-resources
https://www.fema.gov/incident-command-system-resources
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Exhibit 1: UMA’s Incident Management Team (IMT) Organizational Structure 

 

 
The Incident Commander (IC) is responsible for all incident activities, including the development of 
strategies and tactics and the ordering and release of resources. The IC has the overall authority and 
responsibility for incident operations. 

 

The Policy Group sets policy, establishes the mission to be accomplished and shapes an overall strategic 
direction. They do not direct incident objectives and tactics. 

 

The Command Staff reports to the Incident Commander (IC) and implements the policies established by 
the Policy Group.  UMA’s command staff consists of a Public Information Officer (PIO), Safety Officer (SO), 
Liaison Officer (LO) and other Command Staff as needed. The PIO manages communication and 
interaction with the public, media and/or with other agencies with incident-related communication 
requirements. The SO is responsible for monitoring incident operations and advising the Incident 
Commander on all matters relating to safety. The LO is responsible for coordinating with the 
representatives of cooperating and assisting agencies/organizations. 

 

The General Staff is responsible for managing all operations directly applicable to the mission. UMA’s 
General Staff is comprised of the following sections: Operations, Technology, Planning, Logistics, and 
Finance and Administration. The Operations Section is responsible for the management of all operations 
directly applicable to the mission. The Technology Section is responsible for all information technology 
systems, operations and infrastructure. The Planning Section is responsible for the development and 
dissemination of the Incident Action Plan (IAP). This section also maintains information on current and 
forecast situations and on the status of resources assigned to the incident. The Logistics Section is 

Policy Group
Incident 

Commander

Operations Chief Technology Chief Planning Chief Logistics Chief
Finance and 

Administration 
Chief

Public 
Information 

Officer
Liaison Officer

Safety Officer
Others 

(as needed)

Command Staff 

General Staff 
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responsible for providing facilities, services and material support for the incident. The Finance and 
Administrative Section is responsible for the administrative and fiscal aspects of the event.  

 

Benefits of the ICS include: 
 

• Common Terminology: Ensuring everyone communicates in the same way throughout the 
organization as well as with outside agencies that will be using the same terms and meanings. 

• Modular Organization: Responsibilities are based on roles, not individuals. The structure is 
modular and designed to scale based on the size and complexity of the incident. 

• Management by Objective: The scope of responsibility is limited to a given incident. Objectives, 
assignments and plans are established, and results are measured in response to the incident. 
These are communicated through the ICS for the duration of the incident. 

• Manageable Span of Control: The span of control of any individual within the ICS should range 
from three to seven subordinates with the optimum being five.  

• Integrated Communications: During an incident, communications are integrated and managed 
centrally to maximize consistency, clarity and speed.  

• Establishment and Transfer of Command: The ICS establishes a clear command structure from 
the start. If command is transferred mid-incident, the process must include a briefing and capture 
all essential information for continuing safe and effective operations.  

• Chain of Command and Unity of Command: Chain of Command refers to the orderly line of 
authority within the IMT. Unity of Command is the concept by which each person within an 
organization reports to one – and only one – designated person.  

• Accountability: Effective accountability of all personnel and resources during the incident 
operations is essential. 

• Dispatch and Deployment: Personnel and resources respond only when requested or dispatched 
by an appropriate authority. 

• Information and Intelligence Management: Any information gathered, analyzed and assessed 
during an incident can be quickly shared with supporting agencies, if needed. 

 

4. UMA’s Incident Management Team (IMT)   
UMA’s IMT is typically comprised of the following members:   

 

Role Primary Alternate 

Incident Commander Tom Rametta  
732-861-1873 

Dave Donahue 
802-345-2906 

Liaison Officer Dave Donahue 
802-345-2906 

Alexandra Schaffrath 
917-450-3257 

Safety Officer Nicole Anzuoni 

201-780-1959   

Beth Garland 

917-941-1080   

Public Information Officer Crystal Lauderdale 
813-728-4294 

Linda Mignone 
561-866-4449 

Operations Chief Greg Mueller 
630-567-4734   

April Neumann 
646-770-7575 

Technology Chief Rick Myers 
813-391-0141 

Sam Davis 
813-244-3302 

Logistics Chief Tim Kliethermes Matt Holland 
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813-382-1026   813-508-3203 

Planning Chief Sue Edwards 
404-316-2774   

Teresa Gunabe  
312-437-8262 

Finance and Administration Chief Larry Carosi  
908-591-4617 

Jesse Mullins  
646-321-8915 

 
The following team members may be asked to participate on UMA’s Policy Group, Operations Team, 
Logistics Team, Planning Team and/or Finance and Administration Team, assuming they have not been 
assigned other roles on the IMT. Typically, members of the Policy Group do direct or carry out IAP 
assignments, as their full attention is needed to shaping policies and strategies during an incident.  
 

Contact Name Role Contact Phone Number 

Liz Accomando VP, Student Finance 630-862-1581   

Nicole Anzuoni General Counsel 201-780-1959   

Nadine Bailey VP, Student Finance QA 813-785-3849 

Mike Becker SVP, Student Admission 847-924-8961   

Larry Carosi Sr. Dir., Financial Operations 908-591-4617 

Sam Davis Sr. Mgr. of IT Engineering 813-244-3302 

Dave Donahue Chief of Staff 802-345-2906 

Sue Edwards Chief Compliance Officer 404-316-2774   

Brian Fitzpatrick Sr. Dir., Operational Improvement 312-925-5053 

Beth Garland SVP, Human Resources 917-941-1080   

Teresa Gunabe Sr. Dir., Compliance 312-437-8262 

Steve Hernandez VP, Online Admissions 954-254-1363 

Matt Holland Assoc. Dir. Facilities 813-508-3203 

Kyle Hopewell Sr. Manager Communications 610-457-5711 

Geordie Hyland EVP, Academics 202-904-0042   

Tim Kliethermes   Sr. Director, Facilities 813-382-1026   

Crystal Lauderdale  Dir. Communications and PR 813-728-4294  

April Neumann   SVP, Career Services 646-770-7575  

Linda Mignone Chief Marketing Officer 561-866-4449 

Tommy Moon VP, Career Services 813-778-3131 

Greg Mueller   SVP, Operations 630-567-4734   

Jesse Mullins Sr. Dir., Fin. Planning & Analysis 646-321-8915 

Rick Myers Sr. Dir., IT Infrastructure and Ops 813-391-0141 

Tom Rametta President and CFO 732-861-1873 

Jeff Reese Assistant General Counsel 856-823-1113 

Rebecca Sarlo   Clearwater Campus Director 727-580-0630   

Scott Sarrett VP, Learner Services 630-835-8398 

Alexandra Schaffrath SVP, Business Intelligence 917-450-3257 

 
Additional leaders and staff may be asked to participate as members of the Policy Group, Operations 
Section, Technology Section, Logistics Section, Planning Section and/or Finance and Administrative 
Section, based on the scale of the incident. 
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UMA also owns three satellite phones which may be assigned by Information Technology to key team 
members during an incident. The phone numbers for those devices are: 
 

• Satellite Phone 1: 87-077-675-4312 

• Satellite Phone 2: 87-077-641-5644 

• Satellite Phone 3: 87-077-631-4281 

 
Instructions for operating the satellite phones can be found in Attachment F. 
 

5. Responding to an Emergency   
An emergency is any situation that may cause injury, loss of life, property damage and/or unplanned and 
unwanted interference with normal business activities. While some emergencies come with some 
warning (e.g., severe weather) others may happen suddenly with UMA staff or visitors being the first 
witnesses. If UMA staff or visitors recognize a threat to life or safety, they should immediately call 911. If 
it is safe to do so, they should then contact UMA Alert (844-862-2537).  

 
Once UMA leaders become aware of an emergency or incident, they should assess the threat level and 
act according to these guidelines: 

 

Level 1: Minor Incident – A local event with limited impact which does not affect the overall functioning 
capacity of the organization.  Examples include a contained hazardous material incident or a limited power 
outage. Initial responders and/or UMA facilities teams can typically handle these situations. While the 
incident may be documented and the Incident Commander notified, the IMT will not be assembled. The 
Crisis Communications Plan and Business Continuity Plan are not activated. 
   

Level 2: Emergency – Any incident – potential or actual – which seriously disrupts the overall operation 
of the organization for 24 hours or less. Examples include a small but uncontained building fire, a civil 
disturbance or a widespread power outage of extended duration. Initial responders and/or UMA facilities 
teams cannot handle the situation entirely. The UMA Incident Commander is immediately notified, and 
the IMT is activated. The Policy Group and/or supporting team members may be activated, and outside 
emergency services may also be involved. The Crisis Communications Plan is activated, but the Business 
Continuity Plan is not. 
   
Level 3: Disaster – Any crisis that has seriously impaired or halted the operations of the organization.  
Examples include a hurricane, a damaging tornado, a major building fire or other significant crisis.  In some 
cases, large numbers of employee casualties and severe damage may be sustained.  This type of crisis 
would likely disable normal operations for at least 24 hours, and outside emergency services would not 
always be immediately available. The UMA Incident Commander is immediately notified, and the IMT is 
activated. Most (if not all) Policy Group and/or supporting team members are activated, and outside 
emergency services will likely be summoned. Both the Crisis Communications Plan and Business 
Continuity Plan are activated.    
 
If the IMT is activated (Level 2 or Level 3 incidents), an Emergency Operations Center will be immediately 
established in either the second-floor Boardroom or first-floor Executive Conference Room at MLK, or the 
main conference room at NFL. The EOC will be the primary office and meeting location for the IMT and 
Policy Group. If needed, a conference line will also be established.  
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In any emergency or incident, the primary objectives are:   

   

1. Protect life and prevent injuries   
2. Contain or control the crisis   
3. Mitigate damages   
4. Classify the level of response needed   
5. Summon the necessary resources (internal and external)   

An incident concludes when normal operations resume, and all incident outcomes are measured and 
reported. 
 
Role of Employees:   
Employees should be prepared to assess situations quickly but thoroughly and use common sense in 
determining a course of action. Every employee should familiarize themselves with emergency 
procedures and evacuation routes (Attachment C) and emergency procedures for persons with disabilities 
(Attachment G). They should evacuate to assembly areas in an orderly manner when directed to do so by 
management personnel, emergency personnel or when an alarm sounds. All employees should also be 
able to execute shelter-in-place and/or emergency lockdown procedures.   

   
All employees are responsible for securing their work areas in advance of certain weather systems (e.g., 
hurricanes and floods).   
  
Faculty and staff who have been designated to relocate to remote sites will be released early to make 
personal preparations and to travel to the remote site location(s).  All employees are encouraged to take 
proper safety steps for themselves and their families.     
 

6.  Emergency Communications   
In an emergency, clear, accurate and timely communication is critical to ensure safety, clarify roles and 
responsibilities, speed response times, minimize confusion, maximize efficiency and protect the 
organization. Emergency communications are directed by the Incident Commander and the Public 
Information Officer, who serves as the UMA Spokesperson.  
 

While the EMP provides an overview of emergency communications, UMA’s Crisis Communications Plan 
is the master document for guiding communications during an incident.  

 
Receiving Emergency Communications: 
Emergency information is communicated to UMA staff and students via UMA Alert, which includes email, 
text and phone messages. All UMA staff and students are responsible for ensuring they have signed up 
for UMA Alert and that their personal contact information is up to date in UltiPro and the learning 
management system (LMS).  
   

Media Communications:   
Unless otherwise authorized by the Incident Commander, only the UMA Spokesperson (PIO) is 
authorized to speak with media on behalf of UMA about an emergency or incident.     
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7. TYPES OF EMERGENCIES 
 
8. Accidents   
(Note: This is a general term for an incident that causes injury or loss that does not fall into one of the 
other categories below.)   
   
Expected Impact   

• Injuries likely   

• Fatalities possible   

• Normal operations may be affected    

• In most instances, UMA-wide operations will not be seriously affected   

• Major physical damage and environmental contamination is unlikely but possible under certain 
events 

• Full emergency response actions (Attachments A-E) will not likely have to be executed   

   
Special Actions   

• First witness contacts outside emergency services (police, EMS, etc.)   

• The UMA Incident Commander may be notified   

• Employees may be asked to evacuate or shelter in place, depending on the incident 

• Persons with disabilities and emergency assistants should follow instructions in Attachment G, as 
needed 

• IMT may be activated, if so: 
o Together with the UMA Incident Commander, establish an accurate description of the 

event   
o Together with the Crisis Communications Team, inform the media   
o Together with HR, contact relatives of affected employees 
o Together with UMA Cares, contact relatives of affected students  
o Update the UMA emergency hotline (Attachment B) and webpage, if needed  

• Facilities may establish perimeter control around affected areas  

    
Post Crisis Actions   

• Closest supervisor must complete the Incident Report form on The Scoop. 

9. Bomb Threat    
(This is a type of ‘Sudden Emergency’ but applies only if there is merely a threat rather than an actual 
bomb detonation.)   

   
Expected Impact   

• Since this is only a threat, it is assumed that there are no injuries or damages   

• The building will be closed temporarily   
   
Special Actions   

• Evacuate the threatened building by pulling the fire alarm and following the evacuation 
procedures described in Attachments C and D.   

https://ultimatemedical.sharepoint.com/sites/HR/ERDocs/Blank%20Incident%20form.pdf
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• Persons with disabilities and emergency assistants should follow instructions in 
Attachment G, as needed 

• First witness or Facilities contacts the police department or pulls the silent alarm   

Post Crisis Actions   

• Closest supervisor must complete the Incident Report form on The Scoop. 

10. Civil Disturbances   
   
NON-VIOLENT 
   
Expected Impact   

• General distraction   

• Escalation possible   

• Full emergency response actions (Attachments A-E) will not likely have to be executed   
   
Special Actions   

• Facilities monitors the situation   

• IMT is placed on alert   

• The UMA Incident Commander is notified   
   
Post Crisis Actions   

• Closest supervisor must complete the Incident Report form on The Scoop. 
 
VIOLENT 
 
Expected Impact   

• Injuries possible   

• Physical damage possible   

• Normal operations will likely be disabled until the situation stabilizes   
   
Special Actions   

• First witness contacts the police department   

• If applicable, Facilities contacts emergency medical services    

• The UMA Incident Commander is notified   

• IMT is activated   

• Crisis Communications Team is activated and prepares for the media   

• HR and UMA Cares contact relatives of affected employees or students   

• Facilities addresses any damages   

• Faculty, staff and students may be instructed to shelter in place (Attachment E) 

• Faculty, staff and students may be released and routed out of harm’s way (Attachments C-D, G) 

(NOTE: Faculty, staff and students should never be released into a dangerous environment)   
   
Post Crisis Actions   

• Closest supervisor must complete the Incident Report form on The Scoop. 
 

https://ultimatemedical.sharepoint.com/sites/HR/ERDocs/Blank%20Incident%20form.pdf
https://ultimatemedical.sharepoint.com/sites/HR/ERDocs/Blank%20Incident%20form.pdf
https://ultimatemedical.sharepoint.com/sites/HR/ERDocs/Blank%20Incident%20form.pdf
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11. Fire and Facility Evacuation    
 
Expected Impact  

• Possible injuries and/or fatalities 

• Possible building and/or property damage or loss  

• Possible data loss 

• Utility disruptions are possible 

• In an extreme situation, normal business operations may be disrupted for an extended period   

• Critical business operations may have to be conducted from remote locations   
 
Special Actions   

• If a fire is discovered, the individual shall immediately pull the closest fire alarm switch    

• When a fire alarm is activated, all occupants will evacuate the building in an orderly and safe 
manner following the instructions in Attachment C 

• Persons with disabilities and emergency assistants should follow instructions in Attachment G, as 
needed 

• Evacuation needs to be made to a designated area where individuals can be accounted for 
(Attachment D) 

• Staff will be instructed not to take any equipment or personal effects   
   

12. Hazardous Release 
 
Chemical, biological or radiation releases of an accidental non-terrorist related event.   

 
Expected Impact   

• General panic   

• Injuries or sickness possible   

• Some individuals may be quarantined by emergency responders 

• Normal operations are likely shut down   

• Some physical damage possible   

• Environmental contamination almost certain   

• Some staff may be asked to commence business operations from homes and local hotels   
 
Post Crisis Actions   
 

• Facilities prepares to address environmental issues, if needed 

• Contact subcontractors to handle, if needed:   
o Hazardous spill cleanup  

o Decontamination    

• The IMT should:    
o Together with the UMA Incident Commander, establish an accurate description of the 

event   
o Together with the Crisis Communications Team, prepare for the media   
o Together with HR, contact relatives of affected employees  
o Together with UMA Cares, contact relatives of affected students  
o Update the UMA emergency hotline and webpage, if needed (Attachment B)   
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• Full emergency response actions (Attachments A-G) and the Business Continuity Plan may 
need to be activated  

• Closest supervisor must complete the Incident Report form on The Scoop. 
 
INTERNAL HAZARDOUS RELEASE 
 
Special Actions   

• First witness contacts emergency services (police, EMS, etc.)   
• If widespread impact is possible, the building may be evacuated by pulling the fire alarm and 

following the instructions in Attachments C and D 
• Persons with disabilities and emergency assistants should follow instructions in Attachment G, as 

needed 
• Evacuation gathering areas should be located upwind of the contaminated area  
• The UMA Incident Commander is notified   
• The IMT is activated   
• Facilities establishes perimeter control around and attempts to contain affected areas 
• Facilities shuts down ventilation systems to affected areas  

 

EXTERNAL HAZARDOUS RELEASE 
 
Special Actions   
 

• Everyone in hallways or open areas is to seek shelter in the nearest room following the 
instructions in Attachment E 

• Close windows and window treatments   

• Everyone is to remain quiet and not enter hallways or open areas   

• Crouch down in areas that are away from windows   

• Air ventilation systems may be shut down   

• A vertical evacuation may be considered   
 

13. Hostile Intruder/Violent Student/Violent Employee   
   
Expected Impact   

• Injuries possible   

• Fatalities possible   

• Normal operations are likely shut down temporarily    

• Physical damage and environmental contamination possible   
   
Special Actions   

• First witness calls police 

• The UMA Incident Commander is notified   

• IMT may be activated   

• If hallways and other walkways are dangerous, individuals may need to shelter-in-place following 
the instructions in Attachment E 

• If the event is ongoing:   
o The police department will likely set up a building perimeter and probably a closer inner 

perimeter   

https://ultimatemedical.sharepoint.com/sites/HR/ERDocs/Blank%20Incident%20form.pdf
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o If the subject or subjects have injured anyone, arriving officers will take actions to prevent 
further harm   

o If the subject or subjects have only threatened harm, then a negotiating team would be 
set up   

o Follow police department instructions   

• The IMT should:   
o Together with the UMA Incident Commander, establish an accurate description of the 

event   
o Together with the Crisis Communications Team, prepare for the media   
o Together with HR, contact relatives of affected employees  
o Together with UMA Cares, contact relatives of affected students  
o Update the UMA emergency hotline and webpage (Attachment B)  

   
Post Crisis Actions  

• Closest supervisor must complete the Incident Report form on The Scoop. 

14. Medical Emergency or Epidemic/Pandemic   
   
Expected Impact*   

• Fatalities: 
o Possible within the workforce and possibly at significant levels  
o Numerous (in the thousands or more) nationwide/worldwide   

• High absentee rates    

• Areas will almost certainly be quarantined    

• Even with quarantines, widespread impact possible   

• Duration would not likely be short, hampering any rapid recovery efforts   

• Areas would likely be affected in waves lasting several weeks   

• Medical facilities not able to attend to all cases in a timely manner   

• Effective vaccines would not likely be readily available   

• Some general warning period is likely, but it may be a brief warning   

• General panic likely   

• Enormous post-crisis event socioeconomic changes are possible   

• Normal business operations could be suspended for a significant period   

* This scenario assumes that a highly contagious and deadly virus exists and there is no effective vaccine 
in enough quantities available.   
   
Special (Pre-Crisis and Ongoing) Actions   
 

 Pre-Event (Ongoing)   

• Identify a person and group to monitor the situation   

• Develop plans to maintain necessary operations to the extent possible.   

• Consider work from home plans where possible     

• Establish return-to-work policies   

• Consider assisting faculty, staff and students with access to vaccination program   

• Have faculty, staff and students practice good hygiene habits while at UMA   

• Place ‘Wash Hands’ and other hygiene messages in bathrooms and in other areas   

https://ultimatemedical.sharepoint.com/sites/HR/ERDocs/Blank%20Incident%20form.pdf
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• Maintain adequate hand sanitization stations   

• Collaborate with public health agencies   
    
Post Crisis Actions   

• Full emergency response actions (Attachments A-E) will likely have to be executed   
   

15.  Natural Disasters    
For any of the following natural disasters resulting in a loss of power, arrangements have been made to 
initiate generator power to maintain operations so long as no damage has been done to the facilities that 
would affect employee and student safety.   
   
Earthquakes:   

• If an earthquake strikes, take cover immediately under a sturdy object. 

• Be prepared to move with the object and, if possible, grab the object.   

• Cover your head, neck and face fully possible.   

• Stay away from, fully possible, windows and items that might fall.   

• Do not attempt an evacuation during the earthquake.   

• Once the shaking stops; evacuate and remain prepared for aftershocks.   

• Do not move seriously injured individuals.   

• Provide search and rescue personnel with the last known location of any missing victim.   

• Once outside seek open areas away from power lines, buildings and objects that might fall.     
   
Hurricanes and Floods:   
UMA will follow the guidelines of local and federal emergency management personnel. Employees are 
required to secure work areas for potential flood and/or wind damage prior to being released (Attachment 
A).    
   
Employees who have been designated to relocate to remote locations may be released early to make 
personal preparations and to travel to the recovery site location(s).     

   
Expected Impact   
 
Category 1   

• Some wind damage/trees down   

• Possible building content damage from flooding   

• Temporary utility disruptions likely   

• Normal business operations disrupted for a couple of days   
   
Category 2   

• Wind damage/trees down   

• Possible building content damage from flooding   

• Building structure damage possible   

• Utility disruptions likely   

• Normal business operations disrupted for three to seven days   
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Category 3 or higher   

• Substantial wind damage/trees down   

• Significant building content damage likely from high winds   

• Building structure damage likely    

• Building destruction possible (especially for a category 4 or 5 hurricane)   

• Extensive utility disruptions likely   

• Normal business operations disrupted for several weeks or longer   
    
Special (Pre-Crisis) Actions   
 
At the Alert Point (3-5 days from expected impact)   

• Begin regular meetings of the IMT:   
o Meetings should be held at 5:30 am (early morning meetings may be conducted by 

telephone among selected members) and 5:30 pm or more frequently as necessary   
o Government officials will generally announce governmental evacuation orders in either 

the late afternoon or pre-dawn hours following weather updates   
o The UMA emergency hotline and internal messaging system may be updated at 6 a.m. 

and 6 p.m. or more frequently as necessary (Attachment B)  

• Facilities:   

o Checks emergency supply quantities 
o Secures any needed fuel, supplies, etc.   

o Continuously monitors the weather    
o If applicable, work with Information Technology department on continuity and security 

of systems and back-ups   
  
 At the Watch Point (36-hours from expected impact or earlier)   

• Facilities: 
o Secures the grounds  
o Monitors the weather continuously 
o Secures building contents in common areas   
o Distributes supplies to employees to secure office and classroom contents   

   
At the Warning Point (24-hours from expected impact)  

• Facilities completes any unfinished tasks:    

• Securing the grounds 

• Securing building structures   

• Securing building contents in common areas   

• Distributing supplies to employees to secure office and classroom contents   

• Facilities monitors the weather continuously   

• Employees secure building contents in offices and classrooms (Attachment A) 

• Normal business activities are cancelled   

• Everyone will need to be released before travel conditions become dangerous   

• Facilities makes a final inspection of the building(s) and secures the perimeter   
    
Post Crisis Actions  

• Full emergency response actions (Attachments A-E) will likely have to be executed   
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Mid-Latitude Storms, Winter/Ice Storms and Tropical Storms:   

UMA will follow the guidelines of local and federal emergency management personnel.  
   
Thunderstorms:   
Observe the following rules if lightning is occurring or is about to commence:   

• Avoid water fixtures, telephone lines and any electrical conducting materials.   

• Stay inside buildings and off grounds and parking lots.   

• Stay away from anything metal. 

• If you feel your hair standing on end, drop to your knees bend forward and put your hands on 
your knees; do not lie flat on the ground.   

    
Tornadoes:  
 

Expected Impact  

• Panic possible   

• Wind damage/downed trees    

• Building content damage probable   

• Building structure damage very possible   

• Utility disruptions likely   

• Injuries probable   

• Fatalities possible   
   
Special (Pre-Crisis) Actions   
 

At the Watch Point   

• Facilities continuously monitors the weather    
 
At the Warning Point   

• An Omnilert is issued to notify employees 

• Everyone should:   
o Go to the interior area of the building.   
o Avoid west and south facing exterior walls and rooms (tornadoes generally travel from 

the southwest to the northeast in Central Florida).   
o Take cover under a sturdy object.  
o Protect your head, neck and face.   

• Persons with disabilities and emergency assistants should follow instructions in Attachment G, as 
needed 

 

16. Training   
 
IMT Training 
UMA staff who may serve on the IMT or in ICS leadership positions should complete the following online 
courses from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA): 

 

• IS-700 NIMS: An Introduction 

https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-700.b
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• ICS-100: Introduction to the Incident Command System 

• ICS-200: Basic Incident Command for Initial Response  
 
Staff Training   
At new employee orientation (NEO), all UMA employees are provided a copy of the Emergency 
Management Plan (EMP) and emergency evacuation plans are discussed and reviewed. On an annual 
basis, each location conducts an emergency drill and provides an updated notice of the EMP to each 
employee. The EMP is also posted on UMA’s intranet site, The Scoop.      
 
Student Training  
All UMA students are provided a copy of the Emergency Management Plan (EMP) during orientation. For 
the ground campuses, emergency exit areas are discussed and posted emergency exit signs are pointed 
out to the students. As a reminder to students, staff and faculty, an emergency exit map is posted in each 
classroom, laboratory and main office area. For the online campus, all students are provided a copy of the 
EPP in the learning management system. 
 
 

https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-100.c
https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-200.c
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17. Attachments   
 
Attachment A – Securing Work Areas   
   
Location Closing Checklist – Flood Threat   
   
If UMA suspends normal business operations in response to the threat of a tropical storm or other water-
related event, the following activities must be carried out prior to employees being released.   

   

• Ground-floor occupants in buildings subject to flooding:    
o Unplug computers, printers and other electrical appliances   
o Relocate contents from bottom drawers of desks and file cabinets to locations safe 

from flooding   

o Move all equipment, books, papers and other valuables off the floor to locations safe 
from flooding   

o If necessary, relocate equipment and other valuables to a higher floor or higher 
location (Be sure that equipment and other valuables that are moved outside your 
work area are tagged for easy identification and retrieval)   

o If relocation to a higher floor is difficult or impossible, cover and secure or encase and 
seal equipment and other valuables in plastic   

• Faculty take gradebooks to designated area for securing (only time grade books are permitted 
to leave classroom)    

• Check contents of refrigerators and set to coldest setting   

• Empty trash receptacles of items likely to rot   

• Take home all personal items of value   

• Close and latch all windows and close and lock all doors   

• Stay tuned to the radio/television for additional information and check the UMA emergency 
webpage or call the UMA emergency hotline     

   

Location Closing Checklist – Wind and Flood (e.g., Hurricane) Threat   
 
If UMA suspends normal operations in response to the threat of a hurricane or other severe wind and 
flood event, the following activities must be carried out prior to employees being released.   

   

• All employees:    
o Unplug computers, printers and other electrical appliances.   

o Relocate contents from bottom drawers of desks and file cabinets to locations safe 
from water damage.   

o Move all equipment, books, papers and other valuables away from windows, off the 
floor and consider moving to interior areas of the building.   

o Be sure that equipment and other valuables that are moved outside your work area 
are tagged for easy identification and retrieval. (Note: Wind-driven rain can cause 
some flooding at all floor levels, so executing this procedure is advisable even for 
upper-floor levels and for locations that do not face a flood or storm surge threat.) 

o Check contents of refrigerators and set to coldest setting.   
o Empty trash receptacles of items likely to rot.   
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o Take home all personal items of value.   

o Close and latch all windows and close and lock all doors.   
o Stay tuned to the radio/television for additional information, check the UMA 

emergency webpage or call the UMA emergency hotline.   

• For ground-floor occupants in buildings subject to flooding:  
o If necessary, relocate equipment and other valuables to a higher floor or higher 

location.  (Be sure that equipment and other valuables that are moved outside your 
work area are tagged for easy identification and retrieval).   

o Cover and secure or encase and seal equipment and other valuables in plastic.   
o Clear desktops, tables and exposed horizontal surfaces of materials subject to 

damage.   
o Close and latch (or secure with tape) all filing cabinets.   
o To the fullest extent possible, turn bookcases and shelving units around to face walls.   

o Place telephones in desk drawers. Leave telephones plugged in because you will be 
able to receive emergency messages.   

 

Note:  Closing window treatments and applying masking tape on windows provides no real protection.  If 
the window is breached, window treatments just batter about causing additional damage.  Tape on 
window glass causes no damage but it is a waste of time and money.   

   

 
Attachment B – Phone Hotline and “Omnilert” Operating Instructions   
   
Emergency Hotline Activation and Change Emergency Audio Procedure   
   
UMA Information Technology (IT) manages the telephony systems and, along with Facilities, can assist 
with recording new outgoing messages. The Crisis Communications Team (see UMA’s Crisis 
Communications Plan) should be contacted to help draft and approve all outgoing messages. Please, 
reach out to the following individuals to update outgoing messages: 

 

Contact Name Role Contact Phone Number 

Sam Davis Sr. Mgr. of IT Engineering 813-244-3302 

Matt Holland Assoc. Dir. Facilities 813-508-3203 

Kyle Hopewell Sr. Manager Communications 610-457-5711 

Tim Kliethermes   Sr. Director, Facilities 813-382-1026   

Crystal Lauderdale  Dir. Communications and PR 813-728-4294  

Rick Myers Sr. Dir., IT Infrastructure and Ops 813-391-0141 

 

“Business as Usual” Message Sample   
Thank you for calling the UMA IT Service Desk.  There are currently no known service outages at this time.  
If you have a service request, please use HEAT Self Service. To report a service outage incident please 
remain on the line while your call is directed to our next available engineer.    
   
Systems Outage Message Sample  
Thank you for calling the UMA IT Service Desk.  UMA is currently experiencing the following service 
outage: ________________.  We are working to restore normal operation currently and anticipate 
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resolution by _________________.  If you need assistance with any other issue, please remain on the line 
while your call is directed to the next available engineer.  
   
UMA Closure Message Sample 
This message is for faculty, staff and students of Ultimate Medical Academy. Please be aware that UMA’s 

_____ location(s) will be closed on ______ due to the anticipated impact from _______.  We will continue 

to update this message as information becomes available. If you are a student who may be impacted, 

please contact your Learner Services Advisor at 888-215-8215, or your Career Services Advisor at 888-

315-8211. If you are a faculty or staff member, any additional changes to UMA operations will also be 

communicated via email and text message through our Omnilert emergency alert system.
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Omnilert Operating Instructions 

 

You must have an account created at https://ultimatemedical.omnilert.net/admin/ and be granted 

administrator access.  

 

Once you sign in, select “Send Message” from the column on the left side of your screen.  

• In Section 1, choose “All Subscribers”.  

• In Section 2, choose “Desktop”, “email” and “SMS”. Click the word “Desktop” to customize the 

style, duration and alert tone (on/off) for your message and hit “Update details”.  

• In Section 3, write your message. Please be aware that you have 144 total characters for the 

subject and body of your message.  

• Click the “Send Message” button. You will get a second screen asking if you are sure. Click yes and 

your message is delivered. 

   
  

  

https://ultimatemedical.omnilert.net/admin/
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Attachment C – Evacuation Procedures   
 
All students and staff are expected to:   
 

1. Become familiar with exit locations.     
2. When a fire alarm sounds, prepare to evacuate immediately.    
3. Do not panic but walk quickly to the closest emergency exit.     
4. Do not use cell phones.   
5. Walk in a single-file line to the right through corridors and stairwells.     
6. Avoid unnecessary talking and keep the lines moving.      
7. Individuals requiring assistance in evacuation should proceed to stairwell entrance area and wait 

for assistance.    
8. If smoke is encountered, drop to the floor and crawl along the wall to the nearest exit.    
9. When approaching a closed door, feel the door with the back of your hand.  If the door is cool, 

carefully open the door and (if safe) proceed with the evacuation.     
10. Instructors are responsible for getting all their students out and taking role at their designated 

safe meeting area. (Attachment D) Attendance should be reported to the department head and 
any missing students should be reported to the Incident Commander.    

    
Designated UMA Safety Marshalls are expected to:   
 

1. Conduct a sweep of assigned area and be certain that everyone has evacuated.     
2. Initiate evacuation procedures, as necessary.   
3. Close doors as areas are evacuated.   
4. Assist with the extraction of any physically challenged personnel.  If necessary, record the location 

of any individuals who require emergency personnel to assist with the extraction.   
5. Maintain an orderly evacuation.   
6. Record inappropriate actions (panic, use of elevators, etc.).   
7. Assemble personnel at a designated safe location and account for personnel. (Attachment C)   
8. Record any missing personnel and their last known location.   
9. Document evacuation time.   
10. In the most minor of incidents, faculty and staff with training in the use of fire extinguishers are 

permitted to use extinguishers.   
11. Be the last ones out.   

Designated Safety Marshalls for Clearwater (CLW), North Florida (NFL), Online/Shared Services (MLK), and 
Online Student Finance (Westshore) locations are:    
    

Safety Marshall Name   Location   Phone Number   

Lori Aslin   Clearwater   727-674-2617   

Cory Shapiro   Clearwater   727-499-0483   
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Rebecca Sarlo   Clearwater   727-580-0630   

Chris Ignaut   North Florida  813-420-7296   

Larry Jackson   North Florida  813-362-7334   

Matt Donovan   North Florida  813-449-3684   

Patrick Quinlan   North Florida  630-217-8116   

Nadine Bailey   North Florida  813-785-3849   

Jennifer Ortiz   North Florida  407-453-3553  

Robyn Cooper   MLK - Online   727-424-2741   

Catalina DiPierro   MLK - Online   813-388-4357   

Matt Nelmes   MLK - Online   814-641-0376   

Beau Benton   MLK - Online   352-572-4870   

Hilary McGinty  MLK - Online   813-293-8333  

David Johns   MLK - Online   813-387-6797   

Joel Maymi  MLK - Online   813-830-2780  

Andrew Moberg   MLK - Online   813-220-1619   

Lindsey England   MLK - Online   941-713-1476   

Kristie Schweyer   MLK - Online   727-776-1403   

Toni Riggs   MLK - Online   813-240-6075   

Elizabeth Accomando   Westshore   630-862-1581   

Tara Holtsclaw  Westshore  813-758-5927  
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Attachment D – Evacuation Assembly Areas 
   

 

  CLW Emergency Assembly Area  
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MLK   
    Emergency Assembly Area   
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North Florida (NFL) Emergency Assembly Area   
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Westshore Emergency Assembly Area  
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Attachment E – Lockdown / Shelter-in-place Procedures 
 

There are several emergency situations where an evacuation of a building, room and/or office area is not 
advisable. For example, a hostile intruder, hazardous release outside, terrorist attack outside, etc.  These 
threats require shelter-in-place procedures – the exact opposite of a facility evacuation.  Often shelter-in 
place situations constitute life-threatening events and conducting a facility evacuation or failing to 
respond properly could be a fatal mistake.     

   
Communications    

• A shelter-in-place may be announced by voice or text communication.   

• If a situation that may require a shelter-in-place is discovered, the individual making the discovery 
shall immediately move to a safe location, call 911 an -  if it safe to do so – contact UMA Alert.     

• Security guards and/or UMA representatives should activate a silent alarm, if appropriate and 
possible.    

• Evacuation alarms may not be sounded.   

How to Shelter in Place 

• Go to a location in which you can close the door and any windows, if possible. If not, hide under 
your desk. 

• Stay in place until advised it’s safe to leave. 

Remember that in an active shooter situation, the recommended order of actions is run (if safe to do so), 
hide or fight (if you can’t run or hide).  
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Attachment F – Satellite Phone Operating Instructions 
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Attachment G – Evacuation Procedures for Persons with Disabilities 
 

The following guidelines have been adapted for Ultimate Medical Academy based on best practices 
outlined by the University of Maryland and other emergency planning sources. 
 
People of all ability levels should always familiarize themselves with the facilities they enter and identify 
emergency exists, evacuation routes and areas of refuge.  
 
Those who may need assistance during an emergency should know their capabilities and limitations and 
communicate them in advance so that leaders, supervisors and assistants are aware. People who need 
assistance can help prepare for emergencies by: 
 

• Knowing evacuation options; 

• Informing Human Resources and supervisors that they may need assistance in an emergency, due 
to either a permanent or temporary condition; 

• Identifying an Evacuation Assistant within their department or at least three individuals who are 
willing to help in an emergency;  

• Informing supervisors and assistants how best to help, how to operate any necessary equipment, 
etc. 

 
Emergency Evacuation Chairs 
Ultimate Medical Academy has a total of four emergency evacuation chairs located on the highest floors 
of its Clearwater (1), MLK (2) and Westshore (1) facilities. These chairs are designed to help individuals 
with mobility issues move downstairs in an emergency. Instructions for using these chairs are included on 
each device, and an instructional video can also be found at this link.  
 
Evacuation Assistants  
Departments and individuals needing assistance in an emergency are encouraged to identify volunteer 
Evacuation Assistants who can be prepared to help. Evacuation Assistants should be in good health and 
able to assist individuals with mobility, visual and/or hearing impairments as needed. They may also be 
asked to assist security and emergency personnel with location and conditional information of people 
who may need assistance.  
 
The following general guidelines are intended to help evacuate individuals with disabilities. However, 
these guidelines may not apply in every circumstance due to specific individual needs. It is important to 
remember that evacuation can be difficult and uncomfortable for both the rescuers and the people being 
assisted. Some people have conditions that can be aggravated or triggered if they are moved incorrectly. 
It is also important to know that environmental conditions (smoke, debris, loss of electricity) may 
complicate evacuation efforts. Before attempting to evacuate a person with a disability consider your 
options and the risk of injury to yourself and others. Do not make an emergency worse. 
 

• Individuals should be invited to volunteer ahead of time to assist persons with disabilities in an 
emergency.  

https://www.umgc.edu/documents/upload/evacuation-for-persons-with-disabilities.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vETqg__O_cA&feature=youtu.be
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• Only trained emergency personnel should attempt to evacuate an individual who is in a 
wheelchair or incapable of safely navigating the stairs.  

• Always ask someone with a disability how you can help. Ask how they can best be assisted or 
moved and whether there are any special considerations or items that need to come with them.  

• Before attempting an evacuation, volunteers and the people being assisted should discuss how 
any lifting will be done and where they are going.  

• Do not use elevators, unless authorized to do so by emergency personnel, security or property 
management. 

• If the situation is life threatening, call 911 and security immediately.  

• Check on individuals with disabilities during an evacuation. Evacuation Assistants or co-workers 
should check on and ensure persons with disabilities have been alerted to the emergency.  
 

Assisting Persons with Mobility Impairment  

• It may be necessary to help clear the exit route of debris (if possible) so that the person with a 
disability can move out or to a safer area. 

• If people with mobility impairments cannot exit, they should move to a safer area, e.g., most 
enclosed stairwells, an office with the door shut which is a good distance from the hazard 

• Notify emergency personnel or security immediately about any mobility impaired individuals 
remaining in the building and their locations. 

• Emergency personnel will decide whether the individuals are safe where they are and will 
evacuate them as necessary. Emergency personnel may determine that it is safe to override the 
rule against using elevators.  
 

Assisting Persons with Hearing Impairment  

• Get the attention of a person with a hearing impairment by touch and eye contact. Clearly state 
the problem. Gestures and pointing are helpful but be prepared to write a brief statement if the 
person does not seem to understand.  

• Offer visual instructions to advise of safest route or direction by pointing toward exits or 
evacuation maps.  

 
Assisting Persons with Visual Impairment  

• Give verbal instructions to advise about the safest route or direction using compass directions, 
estimated distances, and directional terms. 

• Do not grasp a visually impaired person’s arm. Ask if he or she would like to hold onto your arm 
as you exit, especially if there is debris or a crowd. 

• Give other verbal instructions or information (i.e. elevators cannot be used). 
 
Evacuation Options for All Individuals 
 

• Exit the Building: If able on your own or with the help of Evacuation Assistants, immediately leave 
the facility through the most accessible building exit. If on an upper level, use stairs, relying on an 
Emergency Evacuation Chair, if needed. Do not use elevators, unless authorized to do so by 
emergency personnel. In most buildings, elevators are rendered inoperable in the event of a fire.  
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• Area of Refuge: On your own or with an Evacuation Assistant, go to an area of refuge away for 
the obvious danger zone. The Evacuation Assistant will then go to the building evacuation refuge 
point outside the building and notify emergency personnel of your location. If a designated 
Evacuation Assistant is not available, notify a co-worker or any individual of your location and ask 
them to relay it to emergency personnel. Emergency personnel will determine if further 
evacuation is necessary. Usually, the safest areas of refuge are pressurized stairwells. Stairwell 
landings are considered a “safe zone” and a safe, temporary refuge area if exiting to a ground 
level exit is not possible. Other possible areas of refuge include fire-rated corridors or vestibules 
adjacent to exit stairs. Taking a position in a rated corridor next to the stair is a good alternative 
to a small stair landing crowded with the other building occupants using the stairway. Remain in 
the stairwell or corridor until assistance from the first responders.  

 

• Stay in Place: Remaining in place is appropriate for individuals who are alone and unable to safely 
evacuate. If this is the case, individuals should remain in a room with an exterior window, a 
telephone, and a solid or fire-resistant door. Stay in contact with emergency services by dialing 
911 and reporting your location. Emergency services will immediately relay your location to on-
site emergency personnel, who will determine the necessity for evacuation. A solid or fire-
resistant door can be identified by a fire label on the jam and frame. Non-labeled 1 ¾ inch thick 
solid core wood doors hung on a metal frame also offer good fire resistance. 

 
 
 


